
FAQ
● How will teams receive funding?

○ Cheques will be issued after the completion of the camps. Teams have
the option to have funding applied directly to their registration account.

● Do we have to register for the 2022 season to be eligible?
○ Yes, you need to intend to register, but we do recognize that

unforeseen circumstances may prevent teams from registering next
season.

● Can the funds be held until the following season?
○ Yes!

● What age group are these camps for?
○ To be eligible for funding, the campers must be in grades 5-9.

● Is the grade 5-9 target for campers meant for grades 5-9 in 2021-2022?
○ It can be students who were in Grade 5-9 in either the 2020-21 or

2021-22 school year
● Is this program only for FRC teams? What about FTC teams?

○ The program is only open to FRC teams at this time.
● What is included in the FTC kit?

○ The FTC kit is a Studica kit with standard components - what you
would get if you registered an FTC team

● If we are planning on giving physical materials for camp members, are we
able to send them to individual households?

○ It is up to you!
● Would I be able to tell my team that their participation in this would count

towards volunteer hours?
○ Yes - as long as you aren’t paying them. You will sign the hours off not

FIRST Canada
● Would reaching out to community centers, local YMCAs and similar

organizations to spread the word about our camp be allowed?
○ Yes absolutely, we love it when our teams partner with other

organizations



FAQ
● Should these camps be virtual or physical

○ Teams must follow all local public health guidelines and make safety a
priority. If the current guidelines are relaxed, teams would be able to
run physical camps, but must do so with an abundance of caution.

● Is the 10 student requirement per session a minimum or a maximum? Are we
able to have more per session?

○ It is a guideline - talk to us if you plan on having a large number
○ We have run sessions of FTC Sim with full classes of students who

were in the building, with virtual classes and hybrid and with evening
drop in groups. A limit of 10 students works best in our opinion

● Do we have to register for this one time and then report at the end to apply for
funding based on the number of registrations?

○ You must complete the application now and we will approve certain
number of camp sessions

● Can we reach out to town registration services like the town or region to
promote our camps?

○ Yes!
● LEGO curriculum OK?

○ Yes!
● Is FIRST Canada providing all the media consent forms / permission forms for

the campers? or is that done by the teams
○ Can use the FIRST canada samples but it should come from you with

your team name on it
○ Ensure you are following YPP guidelines

● Do the campers have to be 10 different people for each session, or can it be
10 people for the week?

○ Same 10 campers per 5 hours of camp
○ 10 different student per camp or if you have 2 camps (e.g.

advanced/beginner or mechanical/design - then in this case, you have
2 offering and the students can be same)

● Can I charge participants
○ No, camps must be fully free for participants to attend.



FAQ
● How many teams are you looking to run these workshops (or how many

camps are you looking to run?)
○ Possibly 100 or so!

● Can we reach out to town registration services like the town or region to
promote our camps?

○ Absolutely! We would like you to leverage your connections
● If we do virtual can we expand our area or stay in our regions?

○ Yes - you can definitely expand your area
● Would we be able to run sessions alongside each other? (10 of the same

people for every day of the week)
○ Could run multiple sessions per day for different groups

● I know we are focusing on Canada but can we invite international students
from underprivileged communities if we can reach them? Since this is virtual.

○ Can invite student from elsewhere (not in ontario) but they won't count
towards the 10 students

○ International students in the province will count towards the 10.
● If we are doing remote camps, are participants restricted to within Ontario?

○ The focus is for Ontario Grade 5-9
● Police records checks? Is there a way to access the back check?

○ You can request a backcheck through your team by adding them as a
mentor. You can do this through the dashboard by creating a login to
the FIRST Inspires site.

● How do we determine the qualifying postal codes?
○ If you do have postal codes and are collecting postal codes, we can

check these for you to check if they are
underserved/underrepresented.

● Do mentors need to be in attendance during the workshop (especially if it’s
virtual), or is it okay if it’s student-led?

○ Yes, YPP policy is that for in-person or virtual meetings, mentors would
need to be assigned.

● Where can we find the curriculum? Or is that only available at the training
sessions? Thanks!

○ We will inform you when it is available



FAQ
● Do all girls camps qualify?

○ Yes
● Does FIRST Canada have access to CAD software licenses like

Inventor/AutoCAD?
○ Teams have access to what they would have gotten through KOP.

Solidworks and Autodesk do come with your virtual KOP, while
Onshape is available for free.

● Are teams allowed to create their own curriculums?
○ Absolutely!

● Is there any help available to youth in the community if access to technology
and/or internet is an issue?

○ We don't have the technology but encourage you to reach out to your
school board and sponsors

● Working with other FRC teams?
○ Encouraged - could split funding

● Will FIRST Canada promote the FRC camps?
○ If you tag us there is a good chance we will retweet and share on how

your camps are going!
● Can teams run more than one camp session at a time?

○ Build within your limits. Do what you know what your team is capable of
doing! Find your sweet spot!

● Can camps be focused on training FRC students to get on the FRC Team?
○ Yes


